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Abstract
Properties of the shocked multi-transonic accretion are usually studied for three differ-
ent geometrical configurations of accreting matter, see, e.g, [1–5] For axially symmetric
accretion maintained in the hydrostatic equilibrium along the vertical direction in the
Kerr metric, the radial Mach number does not become unity at the critical point. The
sonic points are, thus, formed at a radial distance different from that where the critical
points are formed. We propose that a modified dynamical sound speed can be defined
through the linear perturbation of the full space-time dependent equations describing
the aforementioned accretion flow structure. The linear stability analysis of such fluid
equations leads to the formation of an wave equation which describes the propagation
of linear acoustic perturbation. The speed of propagation of such perturbation can be
used as the effective sound speed which makes the value of the Mach number to be
unity when evaluated at the critical points. This allows the critical points to coalesce
with the sonic points. We study how the spin angular momentum of the black hole
(the Kerr parameter) influences the value of the effective sound speed.
1 Introduction
For low angular momentum axially symmetric accretion flow maintained in hydrostatic equi-
librium along the vertical direction, the Mach number does not become unity at the critical
point [5–10]. For such flows, the critical points and the sonic points do not form at the
same radial distance. Such non-isomorphism of the critical and the sonic points poses an
intrinsic problem while making attempts to construct the phase portrait of stationary, tran-
sonic, integral accretion solutions. In a recent work, Shaikh et. al [11] have shown that the
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introduction of certain effective sound speed, which can be conceived from linear stability
analysis of the background steady state flow, may resolve the aforementioned issues and the
critical points coincide with the sonic points. In a previous publication such works have been
performed for disc accretion in the Schwarzchild metric. In the present work, we, however,
are interested in introducing an effective dynamical sound speed for accretion discs around
rotating black holes, and would like to investigate how the spin angular momentum of the
black hole (the Kerr parameter) influences the value of the effective sound speed.
In what follows, we shall do the followings: For a particular height function describing an
accretion disc in hydrostatic equilibrium along the vertical direction, we first construct the
phase portrait corresponding to the stationary transonic integral solutions. While doing so,
we derive the so-called ‘critical point conditions’ to demonstrate that the value of the radial
Mach number is not unity when evaluated at the critical point. We shall compute the value
of the Mach number at the critical point and will discuss what will be the value of the mod-
ified sound speed to make the value of the Mach number to be unity at the critical point.
Next we will use the this accreting fluid flow as a testbed for analogue gravity which has
already been done in previous works [4, 5, 9, 12–20]. We then linear perturb the complete
space-time dependent general relativistic Euler and the continuity equations (tailored to
describe the kind of accretion flow we are interested to study in the present work) to demon-
strate how a linear acoustic perturbation travels through the background fluid. We then find
the speed of propagation of such linear acoustic perturbation and argue that instead of the
expression of the standard thermodynamic speed of sound obtained through the equation
c2s =
(
∂p
∂
)
entropy
, (1)
where p is pressure of the fluid and  is the total energy density, if one uses the speed of
the propagation of the linear perturbation as the effective sound speed, then the value of the
radial Mach number becomes unity at the critical point. Hence the critical points and the
sonic points coincides. We will show that in order to globally redefine this new sound speed
one needs to consider the causal structure analysis of the analogue space time. In order to
do so, we must consider a particular steady state flow line in phase portrait. There may be
more than one sonic points present in the flow if the accretion disc accommodates a thin
shock [2,7–10,14,21–44]. The conditions for the presence of shock is described in detail and
thus considering a multitransonic flow, the causal structure is analyzed in detail.
2 Governing Equations and Choice of the Disc Height
We consider low angular momentum, inviscid, axially symmetric, irrotational accretion flow
around a Kerr black hole.
2
2.1 Background metric of Kerr black hole:
The background spacetime metric could be written in the following form
ds2 = −gttdt2 + grrdr2 + gθθdθ2 + 2gφtdφdt+ gφφdφ2, (2)
where the metric elements are function of r, θ and φ. The metric elements in the Boyer-
Lindquist coordinates are given by
gtt =
(
1− 2
µr
)
, grr =
µr2
∆
, gθθ = µr
2, gφt = gtφ = −2a sin
2 θ
µr
, gφφ =
Σ
µr2
sin2 θ (3)
where
µ = 1 +
a2
r2
cos2 θ, ∆ = r2 − 2r + a2, Σ = (r2 + a2)2 − a2∆ sin2 θ. (4)
Here a = J
M
is the Kerr parameter. For a Kerr black hole, we define r+ as
r+ = 1 +
√
1− a2 (5)
in G = 1, c = 1,M = 1 unit.
2.2 The Euler and the continuity equations
The energy momentum tensor for a perfect fluid is given by
T µν = (p+ )vµvν + pgµν , (6)
where ρ is the rest-mass energy density of the fluid, so that  = ρ + thermal. v
µ is the four-
velocity with the normalization condition vµvµ = −1.
At this point we would like to clarify the velocity and other quantities that will be used
throughout this paper. vµ denotes the four-velocity in Boyer-Lindquist frame, u denotes
advectic velocity, which is the three component velocity in the co-rotating frame1. We will
frequently denote vµ0 , u0 of four velocity and advective velocity for the steady state flow. In
general we will use the subscript zero to denote the value of physical variable corresponding
to the stationary solutions of the steady flow, e.g., p0, ρ0 etc.
The equation of state for adiabatic flow is given by p = kργ where γ is the polytropic
index and k is constant. Whereas for isothermal case p ∝ ρ. The sound speed for adiabatic
flow (isoentropic flow) is given by
c2s =
∂p
∂
∣∣∣∣
entropy
=
ρ
h
∂h
∂ρ
, (7)
1we refer [45] for the details description of expressions in various velocittties in different frames for rotating
accretion flow in Kerr metric
3
where h is the enthalpy given by
h =
p+ ε
ρ
(8)
on the other hand the sound speed for isothermal flow can be defined as [46]
c2s =
1
h
dp
dρ
(9)
where h = constant for isothermal case.
The mass conservation equation and the energy-momentum conservation equations are
given by, respectively,
∇µ(ρvµ) = 0 (10)
and
∇µT µν = 0 (11)
using the expression for the sound speed the energy momentum conservation equation can
be written in the following form
vµ∇µvν + c
2
s
ρ
(vµvν + gµν)∂µρ = 0 (12)
where cs for adiabatic case and isothermal case are given by equation (7) and equation (9),
respectively.
2.3 Choice of disc height
For accretion flow maintained in the hydrostatic equilibrium along the vertical direction, the
thickness of the flow becomes a complicated function of the local radial distance and the
expression for the radial sound speed. As we will show in the subsequent sections that for
the isothermal flow critical points and the sonic points overlap with each other for the dsc
heights considered in the present work. Thus we concentrate on the adiabatic accretion in
the present work and hence such radial sound speed will be position dependent. For accreting
fluid with reasonably low angular momentum (so that the inviscid flow can be studied), three
different expressions for such flow thickness are available in the literature. The oldest, and
most used expression for the flow thickness was provided by Novikov & Thorne [47] as
HNT (r) =
(
p
ρ
) 1
2 r3 + a2r + 2a2
r
3
2 + a
√
r6 − 3r5 + 2ar 92
(r2 − 2r + a2)(r4 + 4a2r2 − 4a2r + 3a4) (13)
It is to be noted that accretion flow described by the above disc thickness can not be extended
upto r+. The flow will be truncated at a distance rT , where
(rT )
1
2 (rT − 3) = 2a (14)
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which is outside r+. In reality of course the flow will exist upto r+ but no stationary integral
flow solutions can be constructed upto the close proximity of r+ for accretion flow described
by the Novikov-Thorne kind of disc heights.
Riffert and Herold [48] provided an expression of disc thickness by modifying the gravity-
pressure balance condition of the treatment done in Novikov & Thorne as
HRH(r) =
(
p
ρ
) 1
2
√
r5 − 3r4 + 2ar 72
r2 − 4ar 12 + 3ar2 (15)
Here the flow is also truncated at rT as given by (14). Thus we see both the disc heights
can be expressed in the form by H(r) = (p
ρ
)
1
2f(r, a). The difference in these two models
of disc thickness in vertical equilibrium is reflected by the difference in functional form of
two different f(r, a). The essential difference arises because whereas Novikov-Thorne [47]
balanced the vertical component of pressure with a particular Riemann tensor Rz0z0, which
was equivalent to the vertical component of gravitational acceleration, Riffert Herold [48]
derived the gravity-pressure balance equation itself by imposing two particular orthonormal-
ity condition on vertical component of Euler equation. As we will observe that the Mach
number evaluated at the critical points corresponding to the flow described by the thickness
function proposed by Novikov and Throne will be identical with that of the flow described
by the thickness functions proposed by Riffert and Herold. Clearly, for the thickness ex-
pression proposed by Novikov and Thorne contains only a factor of the form f(r, a) apart
from the
(
p
ρ
) 1
2
factor because only Riemann tensor is invoked in the pressure-gravity balance
equation and the Riemann tensor is entirely dependent on geometry. But for the thickness
expression proposed by Riffert and Herold contains only a factor of the form f(r, a) apart
from the
(
p
ρ
) 1
2
factor because the choice of 4-velocity field in the accretion disc flow is chosen
in such a way that the orthogonality relation of 4-velocity, vµvµ = −1, and one component
of the relativistic Euler equation reduces the velocity as a function of radial distance and
Kerr parameter a, which in turn ultimately introduces only the function of the form f(r, a)
in the pressure-gravity balance equation.
Abramowicz, Lanza and Percival [49] introduced an expression for the disc thickness, given
by
HALP (r) =
(
p
ρ
) 1
2
√
2r4
v2φ − a2(vt − 1)
, (16)
for which the steady state accretion solutions can be obtained upto r+. It is, however to
be noted that linear perturbation of the flow equation described by the flow thickness as
defined through (16) does not lead to the formation of any wave equation which can describe
the propagation of linear perturbation embedded within the background accretion flow Kerr
metric. In other words, it has not been possible to construct the acoustic metric correspond-
ing to the flow with such disc height expression. One can not write down the wave equation
(in the co-variant form) for a massless scalar field for perturbed flow described by such disc
height expression. This seems to be a characteristic feature of the accretion in Kerr metric.
The non-zero Kerr parameter introduces an additional term in the perturbation of height
5
function which is dependent on linear perturbed radial velocity apart from the usual term
which depends on the perturbation of density which arises in the height function as described
in (13) and (15). This in turn causes the problem of inequality of the off-diagonal term when
the index is interchanged. For accretion in the Schwarzchild metric, such issues do not arise
as Kerr parameter becomes zero and the effective sound speed can be computed for accretion
discs as described by height function in (16).
In our present work we thus present our calculation for accretion disc described by the
height function due to Novikov & Thorne [47] only and denote it as H(r). Flow with the
height function due to Riffert & Herold [48] will lead to the identical results, and flow with
the thickness as provided by Abramowicz, Lanza & Percival [49] can not be handled in the
Kerr metric for the present purpose. For axially symmetric accretion characterised by the
disc height introduced by Novikov & Thorne [47], the critical points and the sonic points
co-inside for the isothermal flow in Schwarzchild as well as in the Kerr metric. In the present
work, we thus concentrate on the polytropic accretion only.
3 The Critical Point Analysis
To find the critical points of the accretion flow, we have to find the expression of the gradient
of the advective velocity u0, i.e., the expression of du0/dr for stationary accretion flow. In
order to do that, we need two first integrals of motion for the stationary flow. The first
one comes from the continuity equation and the second one comes from the momentum
conservation equation. It is convenient to do a vertical averaging of the flow equations by
integrating over θ and the resultant equation is described by the flow variables defined on
the equatorial plane (θ = pi/2). In addition one also integrates over φ which gives a factor of
2pi due to the axial symmetry of the flow. We do such vertical averaging as prescribed in to
the continuity equation given by Eq. (10). Thus in case of stationary (t-independent) and
axially symmetric (φ-independent ) flow with averaged vθ ∼ 0, the continuity equation can
be written as
∂
∂r
(4piHθ
√
−g˜ρ0vr0) = 0 (17)
Hθ arises due to the vertical averaging and is the local angular scale of flow. Thus one can
relate the actual local flow thickness H(r) to the angular scale of the flow Hθ as Hθ = H(r)/r,
where r is the radial distance along the equatorial plane from the centre of the disc. g˜ is the
value of the determinant of the metric gµν on the equatorial plane, g˜ = det(gµν)|θ=pi/2 = −r4.
The equation (17) gives the mass accretion rate M˙0 as
M˙0 = 4pi
√−gHθρ0vr0 = 4piH(r)rρ0vr0. (18)
The r component of the four velocity, vr, can be expressed in terms of u0
vr0 =
u0√
grr(1− u20)
=
√
∆u0
r
√
1− u20
(19)
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using grr = r
2/∆, with ∆ = r(r − 2). Thus M˙0 can be written as
M˙0 = 4piH(r)∆
1/2ρ0
u0√
1− u20
= constant (20)
For adiabatic flow, one defines a new quantity Ξ˙ from M˙0 by multiplying it with (γk)
1
γ−1 . Ξ˙
is a measure of entropy accretion rate and typically called as the entropy accretion rate. The
concept of the entropy accretion rate is widely used in accretion astrophysics. The entropy
accretion rate was first defined in the literature in [22, 50]. Expressing ρ0 in terms of γ, k
and cs0 gives
Ξ˙ =
(
(γ − 1)c2s0
γ − 1− c2s0
)n
4piH(r)∆1/2
u0√
1− u20
= constant (21)
The second conserved quantity can be obtained from the time-component of the steady state
relativistic Euler equation (12) which for stationary adiabatic case gives
E0 = h0vt0 = constant. (22)
vt0 can be further expressed in terms of u0 as
vt0 =
√
∆
B(1− u20)
(23)
where B = gφφ + 2λ0gtφ − λ20gtt and λ0 = −vφ0/vt0. Here vφ0 is the azimuthal component of
covariant four-velocity. Thus
E0 = γ − 1
γ − 1− nc2s0
√
∆
B(1− u20)
(24)
For adiabatic flow, the expression for du0/dr can be derived by using the expression of the
two quantities, Ξ˙ and E0 given by equation (21) and (24), respectively. Taking logarithmic
derivative of both sides of equation (24) gives the gradient of sound speed as
dcs0
dr
= −γ − 1− c
2
s0
2cs0
[
u0
1− u20
du0
dr
+
1
2
(
∆′
∆
− B
′
B
)]
(25)
In order to obtain the expression for the entropy density in terms of u0 and cs0 only, we
need to write the expression of height in terms of u0 and cs0 also. For this we note that, for
adiabatic equation of state, p0/ρ0 can be written as
p0
ρ0
=
(
1
γ
)(
(γ − 1)c2s0
γ − 1− nc2s0
)
(26)
Thus we can write H(r) from Eq. (13) as
H(r) =
(
1
γ
)1/2(
(γ − 1)c2s0
γ − 1− nc2s0
)1/2
f(r, a) (27)
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where
f(r, a) =
r3 + a2r + 2a2
r
3
2 + a
√
r6 − 3r5 + 2ar 92
(r2 − 2r + a2)(r4 + 4a2r2 − 4a2r + 3a4) . (28)
Using the expression of H(r), Ξ˙ for this model can be written as
Ξ˙ =
√
1
γ
(
(γ − 1)c2s0
γ − 1− nc2s0
) γ+1
2(γ−1)
4pi∆1/2
u0√
1− u20
f(r, a) (29)
Taking logarithmic derivative of both sides of the above equation and substituting dcs0/dr
using Eq. (25) gives
du0
dr
=
u0(1− u20)
[
2
γ+1
c2s0(
∆′
2∆
+ f
′
f
) + 1
2
(B
′
B
− ∆′
∆
)
]
u20 − cs02( γ+1
2
)
=
N
D
(30)
3.1 Obtaining Critical Points:
The critical points are obtained from the condition D = 0 which gives u20|c = c2s0|c/(γ+12 ) or
u20|c =
c2s0|c
1 + β
, where β =
γ − 1
2
. (31)
Herafter any quantity with a suffix c will denote it’s value evaluated at the critical point.
The other condition at critical point is N = 0, which gives
c2s0|c =
(
γ + 1
4
) B′
B
− ∆′
∆
( ∆
′
2∆
+ f
′
f
)
. (32)
To obtain the critical points, the critical point condition (31) is used in (24), which gives
E0 = γ − 1
γ − 1− (c2s0)c
√
(γ + 1)∆
B (γ + 1− 2(c2s0)c)
(33)
where (c2s0)c is obtained as a function of r and Kerr parameter a from (32). The number of
solution of this equation thus provide the number of critical points which can be more than
one.
Now one obtains the value of du0
dr
at critical point by using L’Hospital’s rule in (30) as both
the numerator and denominator tends to zero at critical point. Then one obtains a quadratic
equation of the form
α1
(
du0
dr
)2
− α2
(
du0
dr
)
− α3 = 0 (34)
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where
α1 = 2(u0)c
[
1− ((c
2
s0)c − γ − 1)
(γ + 1)(1− (u20)c)
]
(35)
α2 =
((c2s0)c − γ − 1)
(γ + 1)
(
∆′
∆
− B
′
B
+
(
∆′
∆
+
2f ′NT
fNT
)
(u20)c
)
+
[
2
γ + 1
(c2s0)c
(
∆′
2∆
+
f ′NT
fNT
)
+
1
2
(
B′
B
− ∆
′
∆
)] (
1− 3(u20)c
)
(36)
α3 = (u0)c
(
1− (u20)c
) [1
2
α′
α
2
− α
′′
2α
+
2(c2s0)c
γ + 1
(
∆′′
2∆
+
f
′′
NT
fNT
− 1
2
∆′
∆
2
− f
′
f
2)
+
((c2s0)c − γ − 1)
(γ + 1)
(
∆′
2∆
+
f
′
NT
fNT
)(
∆′
∆
− B
′
B
)]
(37)
by solving (34) we obtain two slopes at critical point as two roots of quadratic equation.
Thus a particular set of values of [E0, λ, a, γ] the phase portrait of u vs. r can be plotted.
Instead of u, we use Mach number, M = u0
cs0
. For a particular set of parameter cs0 can be
obtained by evaluating u0. u0 is obtained by integrating (30) and putting in (24). Below we
demonstrate the phase portrait where multiple critical points are present and explain how
multi-transonicity can be achieved if shock is present.
In this system three critical points are present for the parameter value of a = 0.40, E0 =
1.0045, γ = 1.35, λ = 3.0, where the outermost (Cout) and innermost (Cin) critical points are
saddle-type in nature, whereas, the middle one is center type in nature. Integrating (30) by
using (32) and (31) at critical point (obtained by solving (33)) we draw the phase portrait of
Mach number (M) vs radial distance (r). If we consider a fluid element in the disc accretion
flow in hydrostatic equilibrium that starts far away from the gravitating body, in this case,
the black hole, along the critical flow line then it will reach point A, move through the outer
critical point Cout, where the Mach number is less than 1, and then passes through the sonic
point M1. Now, it will continue along the flow-line (the blue line in the online version of the
figure) for all future instants, and will continue to be supersonic, if the flow variables and
thermodynamic variables do not make a discontinuous jump to another branch (the green
line in the online version of the figure) as a consequence of some mechanism. The mechanism
by which this discontinuous jump happens is the presence of a infinitesimally thin shock,
which we discuss next. For this moment we consider that the discontinuous jump occurs at
S1 in the blue flow line and reaches S2 in the green flow line, for which the flow becomes
subsonic again, then the fluid element eventually goes through Cin and then M2, where the
flow again becomes supersonic. In this way the presence of shock makes the fluid element
move through a flow line which is multi transonic and a subset of the whole critical flow
lines.
4 Shock Formation in Critical Flow:
We have assumed a non-dissipative inviscid accretion flow. Therefore the flow has conserved
specific energy and mass accretion rate. Thus the shock produced in such flow is assumed to
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Figure 1: Mach Number (M) vs radial distance (r) for E0 = 1.0012, λ = 3.30, a = 0.30 and
γ = 1.35. S1, S2 are the shock positions. Cout is the outer critical point and Cin is the inner
critical point. M1,M2 are the sonic points or the points where Mach number becomes 1.
be energy preserving Rankine Hugonoit type which satisfies the general relativistic Rankine
Hugonoit conditions-
[[ρvµηµ]] = [[ρv
r]] = 0
[[Ttµη
µ]] = [[(p+ ε)vtv
r]] = 0
[[Tµνη
µην ]] = [[(p+ ε)(vr)2 + pgrr]] = 0
(38)
Where ηµ = δ
r
µ is normal to the surface of shock formation. [[f ]] is defined as [[f ]] = f+−f− ,
where f+ and f− are values of f after and before the shock, respectively. The first condition
comes from the conservation of mass accretion rate and the last two conditions come from the
energy-momentum conservation. These conditions are to be satisfied at the location of shock
formation. In order to find out the location of shock formation, it is convenient to construct
a shock invariant quantity, which depends only on u0, cs0 and γ, using the conditions above.
The first and second conditions are trivially satisfied owing to the constancy of the mass
accretion rate and the specific energy. The first condition is basically (M˙0)+ = (M˙0)− and
third condition is (T rr)+ = (T
rr)−. Thus we can define a shock invariant quantity Ssh given
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by
Ssh = T
rr/M˙0 (39)
which also satisfies [[Ssh]] = 0. To calculate the shock invariant quantity we note that h0
corresponds to the enthalpy of the stationary solutions of the steady atate flow, given by
equation Eq. (8). cs0 = (1/h0)dp/dρ = (1/h0)kγρ
γ−1, which gives ρ0 (and hence also p and
) in terms of k, γ and cs0. Thus
ρ = k−
1
γ−1
[
(γ − 1)c2s0
γ(γ − 1− c2s0)
] 1
γ−1
p = k−
1
γ−1
[
(γ − 1)c2s0
γ(γ − 1− c2s0)
] γ
γ−1
ε = k−
1
γ−1
[
(γ − 1)c2s0
γ(γ − 1− c2s0)
] 1
γ−1
(
1 +
c2s0
γ(γ − 1− c2s0)
) (40)
Now M˙0 = constant × r2ρvr0 and T rr = (p + ε)(vr0)2 + pgrr, where vr0 = u0/
√
grr(1− u20).
Therefore the shock-invariant quantity Ssh = T
rr/M˙0 becomes
Ssh =
(u20(γ − c2s0) + c2s0)
u0
√
1− u20(γ − 1− c2s0)
(41)
where we have removed any over all factor of r as shock invariant quantity is to be evaluated
at constant r = rsh.
5 Acoustic spacetime metric
In this section, we find out the acoustic spacetime metric by perturbing the equations describ-
ing the accretion flow and keeping only linear terms. Following standard linear perturbation
analysis [18,19,51,52], we write the time-dependent accretion variables, like the components
of four velocity and pressure, as small time-dependent linear perturbations around their
stationary values. Hence,
vt(r, t) = vt0(r) + v
t
1(r, t)
vr(r, t) = vr0(r) + v
r
1(r, t)
ρ(r, t) = ρ0(r) + ρ1(r, t)
(42)
where the subscript ‘1’ denotes the small perturbations of some variable about the stationary
value denoted by subscript ‘0’. Now we introduce Ψ = 4pi
√−gρ(r, t)vr(r, t)Hθ which is the
stationary mass accretion rate of the accretion flow. Thus
Ψ(r, t) = Ψ0 + Ψ1(r, t) (43)
Where Ψ0 is the stationary mass accretion rate defined in equation (18). We can redefine
the mass accretion rate Ψ as Ψ =
√−gρ(r, t)vr(r, t)Hθ by absorbing the factor 4pi, without
any loss of generality. Using the equations (42) we obtain
Ψ1 =
√−g[ρ1vr0Hθ0 + ρ0vr1Hθ0 + ρ0vr0Hθ1] (44)
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We see that the perturbation Ψ1 consisis of a term which is the perturbation of angular
height function Hθ. We recall H(r) as Hθ = H(r)/r.
For adiabtic flow, the pressure is given by the equation of state p = kργ. Thus equation (8)
can be rewritten as
h = 1 +
γ
γ − 1
p
ρ
(45)
where the corresponding perturbation h1 can be written as
h1 =
h0c
2
s0
ρ0
ρ1 (46)
For adiabatic flow the irrotationality condition turns out to be [53]
∂µ(hvν)− ∂ν(hvµ) = 0 (47)
We yield some important relations next using (Eq. (47)), the normalization condition vµvµ =
−1 and the axis symmetry of the flow which are needed to derive the governing wave equation
of the linear perturbation. From irrotaionality condition Eq. (47) with µ = t and ν = φ and
with axis symmetric condition we have
∂t(hvφ) = 0, (48)
furthur, for µ = r and ν = φ and the axial symmetry, we have
∂r(hvφ) = 0. (49)
Thus we yield that hvφ is a constant of motion. Eq. (48) gives
∂tvφ = −vφc
2
s
ρ
∂tρ. (50)
Substituting vφ = gφφv
φ + gφtv
t in the equation derived above gives
∂tv
φ = − gφt
gφφ
∂tv
t − vφc
2
s
gφφρ
∂tρ. (51)
The previously mentioned normalization condition vµvµ = −1 provides
gtt(v
t)2 = 1 + grr(v
r)2 + gφφ(v
φ)2 + 2gφtv
φvt (52)
which after taking derivative with respect to t gives
∂tv
t = α1∂tv
r + α2∂tv
φ (53)
where α1 = −vrvt , α2 = −
vφ
vt
and vt = −gttvt + gφtvφ. Substituting ∂tvφ in Eq. (53) using Eq.
(51) gives
∂tv
t =
(−α2vφc2s/(ρgφφ)
1 + α2gφt/gφφ
)
∂tρ+
(
α1
1 + α2gφt/gφφ
)
∂tv
r (54)
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Using Eq. (42) in Eq. (54) and keeping only the terms of first order in perturbed quantities
we yield
∂tv
t
1 = η1∂tρ1 + η2∂tv
r
1 (55)
where
η1 = − c
2
s0
Λvt0ρ0
[Λ(vt0)
2 − 1− grr(vr0)2], η2 =
grrv
r
0
Λvt0
and Λ = gtt +
g2φt
gφφ
(56)
We now obtain Hθ1 in terms of perturbations previously introduced quantities as
Hθ1
Hθ0
=
(
γ − 1
2
)
ρ1
ρ0
= β
ρ1
ρ0
(57)
where β = γ−1
2
has already been denoted in (31).
The continuity equation after taking vertical average takes the form
∂t(
√−gρvtHθ) + ∂r(
√−gρvrHθ) = 0 (58)
Using equation (42) and (43) in the previous equation and then using equation (55) and (57)
and inserting them in (58) yields
−∂rΨ1
Ψ0
=
η2
vr0
∂tv
r
1 +
vt0
vr0ρ0
[
1 + β +
η1ρ0
vt0
]
∂tρ1, (59)
and
∂tΨ1
Ψ0
=
1
vr0
∂tv
r
1 +
1 + β
ρ0
∂tρ1. (60)
With the two equations given by Eq. (59) and (60) we are able to write ∂tv
r
1 and ∂tρ1 only
in terms of derivatives of Ψ1 as
∂tv
r
1 =
1√−g˜H0ρ0Λ˜
[(vt0(1 + β) + ρ0η1)∂tΨ1 + (1 + β)v
r
0∂rΨ1]
∂tρ1 = − 1√−g˜H0ρ0Λ˜
[ρ0η2∂tΨ1 + ρ0∂rΨ1]
(61)
where Λ˜ is given by
Λ˜ = (1 + β)
[
grr(v
r
0)
2
Λvt0
− vt0
]
+
c2s0
Λvt0
[Λ(vt0)
2 − 1− grr(vr0)2]. (62)
Now we go back to the irrotationality condition Eq. (47). Using µ = t and ν = r gives
∂t(hgrrv
r)− ∂r(hvt) = 0 (63)
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For stationary flow this gives ξ0 = −h0vt0 = constant which is the specific energy of the
accreting system. We now replace the density and velocities in Eq. (63) using Eq. (42), (46)
and
vt(r, t) = vt0(r) + vt1(r, t). (64)
Retaining only the linearly perturbed terms and taking derivative with respect to time t
gives
∂t (h0grr∂tv
r
1) + ∂t
(
h0grrc
2
s0v
r
0
ρ0
∂tρ1
)
− ∂r (h0∂tvt1)− ∂r
(
h0vt0c
2
s0
ρ0
∂tρ1
)
= 0 (65)
We can write
∂tvt1 = η˜1∂tρ1 + η˜2∂tv
r
1 (66)
with
η˜1 = −
(
Λη1 +
gφtvφ0c
2
s0
gφφρ0
)
, η˜2 = −Λη2. (67)
Using Eq. (66) in the Eq. (65) and dividing that equation by h0vt0 yields
∂t
(
grr
vt0
∂tv
r
1
)
+ ∂t
(
grrc
2
sv
r
0
ρ0vt0
∂tρ1
)
− ∂r
(
η˜2
vt0
∂tv
r
1
)
− ∂r
(
(
η˜1
vt0
+
c2s
ρ0
)∂tρ1
)
= 0 (68)
where it has been used that h0vt0 = constant. Finally replacing ∂tv
r
1 and ∂tρ1 in Eq. (68)
using Eq. (61) we have
∂t
[
k(r)
(
−gtt + (vt0)2(1−
1 + β
c2s
)
)]
+ ∂t
[
k(r)
(
vr0v
t
0(1−
1 + β
c2s
)
)]
+∂r
[
k(r)
(
vr0v
t
0(1−
1 + β
c2s
)
)]
+ ∂r
[
k(r)
(
grr + (vr0)
2(1− 1 + β
c2s
)
)]
= 0 (69)
where k(r) is a conformal factor whose exact form is not required for the present analysis
and
gtt =
1
Λ
=
1
gtt + g2φt/gφφ
(70)
Eq. (69) can be written as
∂µ(f
µν∂νΨ1) = 0 (71)
where F µν is obtained from the symmetric matrix
fµν = k(r)
[
−gtt + (vt0)2(1− 1+βc2s ) v
r
0v
t
0(1− 1+βc2s )
vr0v
t
0(1− 1+βc2s ) g
rr + (vr0)
2(1− 1+β
c2s
)
]
(72)
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The equation (71) how the perturbation Ψ1 propagates in 1 + 1 dimension effectively, where,
xµ = (t, r).
Equation (71) represents the wave equation of a massless scalar field ϕ in curved spacetime
(with metric gµν) given by
∂µ(
√−ggµν∂νϕ) = 0 (73)
where g is the determinant of the metric gµν . Comparing equation (71) and (73) one obtains
the acoustic spacetime Gµν metric as
√−GGµν = fµν (74)
where G is the determinant of Gµν . Thus the acoustic metric Gµν would be given by
Gµν = k1(r)
[
−grr − (1− 1+β
c2s0
)(vr0)
2 vr0v
t
0(1− 1+βc2s0 )
vr0v
t
0(1− 1+βc2s0 ) g
tt − (1− 1+β
c2s0
)(vt0)
2
]
(75)
where k1(r) is anotherconformal factor arising due to the process of inverting G
µν in order
to yield Gµν . For our present purpose we do not need the exact expression for k1(r). As the
effective metric is 1 + 1 dimensional, we only need the velocity components v0r, v0t and thus
the metric components which are needed are grr and gtt.
6 Effective speed of acoustic perturbation
The acoustic metric for general relativistic axially symmetric disc in Kerr spaectime has been
derived in the previous section for adiabatic flow which is given by equation (75). From the
acoustic metric given by (75), the location of the acoustic horizon can be found. Just like
the black hole event horizon in presence of matter-energy source, the acoustic horizon can be
defined as a null surface with respect to the acoustic metric which is a one-way hypersurface
for the acoustic perturbation. It means that the acoustic perturbations cannot propagate
outside the acoustic horizon once it has reached in the closed hypersurface. Following [54], in
this particular case the coordinates have been chosen such that if we decrease r from infinity,
then the r = constant hypersurfaces continue to be timelike once it reaches some fixed r = rH ,
which is null hypersurface. Thus the condition that the surface r = rH = constant is null
with respect to the metric Gµν is given by
Gµνn
µnν = 0 (76)
where nµ = (∂αr)
µ = δrµ is the normal to the surface r = rH = constant. Thus G
rr = 0 gives
the location of the sonic horizon. Therefore, using the equation (19), the condition for the
presence of the sonic or acoustic horizon is given by u20 = c
2
s0/(1 + β). However the acoustic
horizon is basically the transonic surface which thus requires that the effective speed of the
acoustic perturbation is defined as ceff = cs0/
√
1 + β. Therefore, the critical point condition
becomes u20 = ceff
2. Therefore, the fact that the critical points coincide with the acoustic
horizon further implies that the critical points are the transonic points with effective sound
speed given by
ceff = cs0/
√
1 + β. (77)
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Hence, the apparent non homomorphism of the critical point and sonic point is resolved if
the static sound speed cs is abandoned from the analysis and effective speed of sound ceff is
used as the speed of propagation of acoustic perturbation and define the Mach number as
the ratio of the dynamical bulk velocity u0 and the effective sound speed ceff . Then we have
the critical point and the sonic point (where the Mach number is 1) to be the same.
7 Spin dependence of effective sound speed at critical
points
From (24), we can calculate E0 at the critical point using (31) and obtain-
E0 = 1
1− n [(cs0)c]2
√
∆c
B(1− [(u0)c]2)
(78)
where
[(cs0)c]
2 =
(
1 +
1
2n
) (B′
B
− ∆′
∆
)(
∆′
∆
+
2f ′NT
fNT
) = (1 + β) (B′B − ∆′∆ )(
∆′
∆
+
2f ′NT
fNT
) . (79)
Now the effective sound speed at critical points is
(ceff)c =
(cs0)c√
1 + β
=
√√√√ (B′B − ∆′∆ )(
∆′
∆
+
2f ′NT
fNT
) . (80)
To obtain how the effective sound speed depends on spin at critical point, one have to obtain
the multi critical solution by solving (78). Solving (78) numerically for E0 = 1.0045, λ = 3.0
and γ = 1.35, and evaluating effective sound speed at the inner and outer critical point which
are both saddle type critical points, we get the following dependence of critical point position
(rc) and effective sound speed at critical point (c
eff
sc ) with Kerr parameter(a) as shown in the
following figure.
From Fig. (2) it is seen that the location of critical point and also the effective sound speed
depends on Kerr parameter strongly at the inner critical point, whereas the dependency is
weak at the outer critical point. This happens for multi-transonic accretion because Kerr
space-time is asymptotically flat and thus the effect of gravity on the matter in the flow
is weaker as the radial distance from the gravitating body,in this case, the black hole, is
increased. There is also another feature of these plots worth noting, which is that the
dependencies are not shown for the complete range of Kerr parameter, a, i.e, for the whole
rage of a ∈ [−1,+1]. This happens as the multi transonicity occurs in a finite subspace of
parameter space. But the dependence of radial distance of critical point and the effective
sound speed at critical point can be studied for the complete range of Kerr parameter for
mono transonic cases. We thus present below the dependence for a set of parameters where
the dependence is present for complete range of Kerr parameter.
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Figure 2: Spin parameter (a) dependence of location of critical points and effective sound
speed at critical points for E0 = 1.0045, λ = 3.0 and γ = 1.35
8 Causal Structure and Penrose Diagram of The Acous-
tic Metric
In section (6) we have used a simple argument in order to determine the acoustic horizon.
One must formally analyze the causal structure in order to find the location of horizon and
also to understand the nature of acoustic horizon as they may represent physically different
hypersurfaces with particular characteristics. In this section we study the causal structure
by using null-coordinates and also constructing the Penrose diagram of the acoustic metric.
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8.1 Acoustic Metric and Other Preliminaries
From the obtained acoustic metric the line element is given by
ds2 = Gttdt
2 + 2Gtrdtdr +Grrdr
2. (81)
where, the metric elements Gµν are given by (75). The overall factor k1(r) is ignored as we
want to finally focus on conformally transformed metric where this factor can be absorbed
with the conformal factor.
To understand where coordinate singularity occurs we must rewrite all metric elements
in terms of u0 and ceff , where ceff is defined in (77). In order to do that we have to write
down vr,vt in terms of u0 . Thus we have
vr0 =
u√
grr(1− u2)
(82)
and
vt0 =
√
(gφφ + λgφt)2
(gφφ + 2λgφt − λ2gtt)(gφφgtt + g2φt)(1− u2)
(83)
where λ = −v0φ
v0t
is the specific angular momentum of the fluid. By using (82) and (83) in
(75) we obtain the metric elements of acoustic metrics to be
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Gtt =
u20 − c2eff
c2eff(1− u20)grr
Gtr = Grt =
u0(1− c2eff)F1(r, λ)
c2eff(1− u20)
Grr =
grrF
2
1 (r, λ)(1− c2eff)
c2eff(1− u20)
− F2(r)
(84)
where
F1(r, λ) =
gφφ + λgφt√
(gφφ + 2λgφt − λ2gtt)(gφφgtt + g2φt)grr
F2(r) =
gφφ
gφφgtt + g2φt
(85)
Thus we see that at critical point where u20 = c
2
eff , the metric element Gtt becomes zero. So
we have to transform coordinate in such a way that this co-ordinate singularity is removed.
In the next section we go through a systematic procedure such that the singularity is removed
from new metric elements. The main approach we follow has been pun forward in [55].
8.2 Co-ordinate Transformation to Remove Singularity at Critical
Points
First we choose null coordinates to write down the line element (81). We note that for null
or lightlike curves ds2 = 0, which implies
(dt− A+(r)dr) (dt− A−(r)dr) = 0 (86)
where,
A =
−Gtr
√
G2tr −GrrGtt
Gtt
. (87)
So instead of co-ordinates (t, r), we choose new co-ordinates to be null co-ordinates (χ, ω)
such that
dω = dt− A+(r)dr
dχ = dt− A−(r)dr
(88)
By numerically integrating (88), χ = constant and ω = constant lines in (t, r) plane has been
obtained as shown in Figure(4). We can also draw r(χ, ω) = constant and t(χ, ω) = constant
in (χ, ω) plane. But the coordinates χ, ω will be transformed furthur and in the space of the
new cordinates, which are to be introduced, the r = constant and t = constant lines will be
drawn.
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Figure 4: χ = constant lines are denoted by the solid lines and ω = constant lines are
denoted by the dashed lines in (t, r) plane for E0 = 1.0012, λ = 3.30, a = 0.30 and γ = 1.35
Using coordinate transformation introduced in (88), the line element (81) can be written
as
ds2 = Gttdχdω (89)
Now we expand A−(r) nd A+(r) upto linear order of (r − rc). For that we first note that
Gtt ∝ (u0 − ceff )2 is very small near rc which implies |GttGrrG2tr | << 1. Thus we obtain
A+(r) =
Gtr +Gtr
(
1− GttGrr
G2tr
)1/2
Gtt
(90)
≈ − Grr
2Gtr
(91)
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and
A−(r) =
Gtr −Gtr
(
1− GttGrr
G2tr
)1/2
Gtt
(92)
≈ −2Gtr
Gtt
(93)
=
2F (r, λ)u0(c
2
eff − 1)
u20 − c2eff
(94)
≈ −F (rc, λ)(u
2
0c − 1)
u′0c
1
r − rc (95)
=
1
κ
1
r − rc (96)
where
κ =
u′0c
F (rc, λ)(u20c − 1)
. (97)
So, we see that although
χ ≈ t− 1
κ
ln |r − rc| (98)
shows a logarithmic divergence at r → rc, the form of Grr and Gtr ensures that
ω = t+
∫
Grr
2Gtr
dr (99)
does not diverge at the critical point as the function inside integral is regular there.
9 Concluding remarks
For accretion flow in hydrostatic equilibrium along the vertical direction, the Mach number
does not become 1 at critical points and thus the critical points and the sonic points are
non-isomorphic. This happens because, for such disc model, the flow thickness depends upon
the sound speed. The deviation of Mach number from 1 is always observed for polytropic
accretion because the sound speed varies spatially in case of polytropic flow.
The effective dynamical sound speed for the disc model described here is given locally at
the critical points by by Vs = cs0/
√
1 + β. For NT and RH, we can write the disc height as
H =
√
p/ρf(r) where f(r) is function of the radial coordinate only.
The redefinition of sound speed can be used only locally at the critical points, or if we
accept the local definition, then only at acoustic horizon. Thus the global causal structure
was analyzed which suggests that the analysis of the whole causal structure may solve the
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problem globally as well as shed light into more interesting analogue causal structure that can
be tuned by changing parametrs. Thus this analogue probe can be used as a analogue space
time tuner with significantly differnt kind of structures. The first steps towards analyzing
causal structure by removing singulaties at horizons suggest that compactification can be
done further and the global structure is analyzable.
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